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Abstract

Supporters of the autonomy of higher-level causation (or explanation) often appeal to pro-
portionality, arguing that higher-level causes are more proportional than their lower-level
realizers. Recently, measures based on information theory and causal modelling have been
proposed that allow one to shed new light on proportionality and the related notion of
specificity. In this article we apply ideas from this literature to the issue of higher versus
lower-level causation (and explanation). Surprisingly, proportionality turns out to be irrel-
evant for the question of whether higher-level causes (or explanations) can be autonomous;
specificity is a much more informative notion for this purpose.
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1 Introduction

The status of higher-level causation is of key importance for many philosophical and scientific

issues, including explanation in the special sciences, mechanistic explanation, emergence, non-

reductive physicalism, and mental causation. The question is whether higher-level properties
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can in some sense be causally autonomous or indispensable with regard to their lower-level

realizers, or whether lower-level (physical) causes always trump the corresponding higher-

level causes. Sometimes the issue is also formulated in terms of which causal explanations

are better or preferable: Should we always prefer lower-level causal explanations when they

are available, or are there situations or structures where higher-level causal explanations are

better?1 On the one hand, higher-level causes and explanations (such as psychological causes

and explanations) seem to be prima facie necessary for explaining the behaviour of complex

systems (such as human behaviour). On the other hand, there are strong arguments that suggest

that lower-level causes (or explanations) always trump higher-level causes (or explanations),

the most famous of which is the causal exclusion argument (for example, Kim [2005]).

One important strategy, going back at least to Yablo ([1992]), has been to appeal to propor-

tionality to argue that higher-level causes can be autonomous (see, for example, Shoemaker

[2000]; List and Menzies [2009]; Zhong [2014]), or provide better or equally good explana-

tions than lower-level causes (see, for example, Woodward [2010], [2018]; McLaughlin [2007];

Weslake [2013]). The idea is roughly that causes should be somehow commensurate to their

effects (for details, see Section 2). Although this idea is quite intuitive, it has turned out to be

difficult to spell out in a way that is clear and consistent. Many authors have also argued that it is

a problematic or ill-defined notion that is not helpful for defending higher-level causation (see,

for example, Bontly [2005]; Franklin-Hall [2016]; McDonnell [2017]). However, in recent

years, advances in the causal modelling literature have led to opportunities to precisely define

proportionality and the related notion of specificity. Several authors have proposed to char-

acterize proportionality or specificity based on information theory (see, for example, Griffiths

et al. [2015]; Pocheville et al. [2017]; Bourrat [2019]). In this article, we draw from this liter-

ature and apply ideas about how to quantify proportionality and specificity to the philosophical

debate about higher-level causation. Based on these measures, we analyse causal structures

involving higher- and lower-level causes.

Though the concepts of proportionality and specificity are neutral in nature, they can be

1 Throughout the article we are only interested in non-pragmatic explanatory superiority (cf. Woodward
[2018]). Basically everyone agrees that higher-level causal explanations can be superior for pragmatic reasons
such as epistemic inaccessibility, lack of knowledge, or computational limitations.
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applied to epistemic as well as to metaphysical contexts. Up to now information-theoretical

measures have primarily been used in epistemic contexts, for example, as guides to choose

the right or best level (or grain) of description (see, for example, Pocheville et al. [2017]).

In contrast, in this article we apply them to the more metaphysical issue of the possibility of

higher-level causal autonomy and to the question of whether higher-level explanations can be

superior when all pragmatic considerations are bracketed. For answering these questions, it

will be crucial how contexts where higher- and lower-level variables stand in relationships of

supervenience constrain the behaviour of these measures.

In this article, we assume an interventionist approach to causation. This approach has two

strands. The more philosophical strand, developed by Woodward ([2003]), analyses causation

in terms of interventions.2 The basic idea of this approach is that a variable C is causally

relevant for another variable E if there are possible interventions on C that would lead to a

change in E. Interventions can be roughly understood as ideal experimental manipulations

that change C without influencing any other causes of E (for details, see Woodward [2003],

Section 3.1.3). In our analysis, we apply the more general and more formal framework of

causal Bayes nets (Spirtes et al. [1993]; Pearl [2000]), where causal structures are represented

as causal graphs that are based on conditional independence relationships between variables

(see the appendix). There are subtle differences between these two forms of interventionism

(see, for example, Gebharter [2017b], Chapter 5), but they are not essential for our results.

Similarly, we rely on the interventionist approach to explanation and explanatory power

(Hitchcock and Woodward [2003]; Woodward [2003]; Woodward and Hitchcock [2003]). Ac-

cording to this approach, explanatory power is a matter of providing answers to what-if-things-

had-been-different questions, also known as w-questions. More precisely, a generalization is

explanatory insofar as it can answer w-questions, and generalization A has more explanatory

power than generalization B if it can answer a wider range of w-questions. As the w-questions

approach is conceptually clear and widely held, we adopt it in this article, but at the same time

we fully acknowledge that there are alternative accounts and further dimensions of explanatory

power that may lead to different results (for example, Ylikoski and Kuorikoski [2010]).

2 Note that this analysis uses causal terms and is, thus, not reductive (Woodward [2003]).
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The structure of the article is as follows: In Section 2, we introduce proportionality and spe-

cificity in a more detailed way and sketch how they have been used to argue for the autonomy

of higher-level causation and non-pragmatic higher-level explanation. In Section 3, we discuss

how to quantify these notions. Based on Griffith et al.’s ([2015]) work and Bourrat’s ([2019])

classification of different kinds of specificity we discuss three ways that cause and effect could

line up ideally and specify measures for each case. We then identify one of these measures as

an indicator for proportionality and another one as an indicator for causal power or influence. In

Section 4 we then apply these measures to higher-level causation and explanation. We come up

with a simple but representative causal model, which we then use together with the measures to

study contexts where there is a supervenience relationship between the higher and lower levels.

In particular, we will focus on the following interrelated questions arising for such contexts:

(1) Are there cases where higher-level causes are more proportional with respect to their

effects than their lower-level realizers and if so, are higher-level causes always more

proportional? (Section 4.1)

(2) How common are cases where higher-level causes are more proportional and can this

question be answered a priori? (Section 4.2)

(3) Can higher-level causes be autonomous and can proportionality be used to support the

autonomy of higher-level causation? (Section 4.3)

(4) Can higher-level causal explanations provide information about the explanandum phe-

nomenon that goes beyond the information provided by their lower-level realizers and

can proportionality be used to support the autonomy of higher-level causal explanations?

(Section 4.4).

We conclude in Section 5. The appendix provides basics in causal modelling and information

theory.
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2 Proportionality, Specificity, and Their Relevance for Higher-Level Causation and

Explanation

Many philosophers hold the view that the properties studied by special sciences such as bio-

logy, neuroscience, psychology, and sociology, cannot be fully explained by or identified with

properties of (fundamental) physics. These philosophers can be roughly divided into two types:

those who claim that the systems studied by the special sciences posses some kind of causal

autonomy, and those who believe that they have at least some kind of explanatory autonomy.

The causal autonomy camp consists mainly of emergentists and non-reductive physicalists (for

example, Yablo [1992]; Shoemaker [2000]; List and Menzies [2009]; Zhong [2014]), while the

explanatory autonomy camp consists mainly of a broad range of philosophers of science (for

example, Shapiro [2010]; Woodward [2010], [2018]; Weslake [2013]). The former are com-

mitted to the metaphysical view that higher-level properties are autonomous in the sense that

they have causal powers that are to some extent independent of the causal powers of their cor-

responding lower-level properties. The latter are only committed to autonomy in the sense that

higher-level explanations are to some extent independent of the details of competing lower-

level explanations.3 The causal autonomy view is stronger than explanatory autonomy, as it

is widely agreed that the existence of autonomous higher-level causes implies that there are

autonomous higher-level explanations (but not vice versa). In this article, we discuss both

forms of the autonomy view.

Regardless of whether the focus is on causation or explanation, supporters of the autonomy of

higher levels often appeal to proportionality. Intuitively, the idea is that the cause should convey

enough information about the conditions under which the effect occurs, and that it should not

convey irrelevant information about conditions that do not make a difference for the effect (cf.

Woodward [2010]). This can be illustrated with Yablo’s ([1992]) pigeon example: When a

pigeon is trained to peck at red objects, and is presented with a scarlet object, it will peck at

said object. There are two ways of characterizing the cause: (1) The cause of the pecking was

3 Although we refer to levels in this article, which is the convention in the debate, our arguments do not
require any substantive idea of levels of organization. They are also compatible with a deflationary reading of
levels, where levels are identified locally and case-by-case, based on composition or supervenience. For more, see
(Eronen [2015]; Eronen and Brooks [2018]).
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a scarlet object, or (2) the cause of the pecking was a red object. The first characterization

conveys the information that the specific shade of red made the difference for the occurrence

of the effect, but this is too much irrelevant information, as different shades of red all lead to

the same outcome. The second characterization implies that it was the redness of the object

that made the difference. Hence, it conveys enough but not too much information about the

conditions that make the effect occur. For this reason, the second characterization captures a

proportional cause, whereas the first one does not. More precisely, Woodward ([2010], p. 298)

proposes to characterize proportionality as follows:

(P) There is a pattern of systematic counterfactual dependence ([. . . ] understood along in-
terventionist lines) between different possible states of the cause and the different possible
states of the effect, where this pattern of dependence at least approximates to the following
ideal: the dependence [. . . ] should be such that (a) it explicitly or implicitly conveys ac-
curate information about the conditions under which alternative states of the effect will be
realized and (b) it conveys only such information—that is, the cause is not characterized in
such a way that alternative states of it fail to be associated with changes in the effect.

Proportionality is closely related to the notion of specificity (cf. Woodward [2010]). Whereas

proportionality concerns the extent to which the cause contains the relevant, and only the rel-

evant, information about how the effect will change, specificity is about the extent to which

the cause gives precise control over the effect. The standard example is DNA and the cellular

machinery surrounding it, and their roles in the development of an organism (Davidson [2001];

Waters [2007]; Woodward [2010]). The activation of a segment of DNA results in a develop-

mental change, but this also crucially involves the activity of the cellular machinery, such as

transcriptor factors or RNA molecules. Thus, both the DNA and the other components (control

proteins and RNA molecules) should be seen as causes for the developmental change. How-

ever, DNA seems to be a more specific cause: Intervening on RNA or transcriptor factors leads

to general and wide-ranging changes in the developmental process, whereas intervening on the

DNA leads to distinct changes that depend on what precisely was changed in the DNA. Thus,

the DNA sequence seems to be causally specific for developmental changes, in contrast to RNA

or transcriptor factors. However, characterizing specificity in a precise way that captures this

intuitive idea has turned out to be challenging. Woodward suggests that the intuitive idea of

specificity is very close to Lewis’s ([2004]) notion of influence. The idea is that a cause C is
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specific with regard to an effect E to the extent that there is a range of changes to C that result

in different states of E. In this sense, a specific cause C can be seen as having influence over

E. This captures one sense in which the DNA is a specific cause for developmental changes:

There is a broad range of changes to the DNA that result in different developmental outcomes.

Thus, specificity indicates causal influence as well as control.

However, as Woodward ([2010]) points out, there is another notion of specificity that also

plays an important role in the scientific literature, namely, one-to-one specificity: For ex-

ample, when a specific type of antibody only interacts with a specific type of antigen, and

vice versa, there is a one-to-one correspondence between cause and effect variables. Simil-

arly, in Mendelian inheritance, a gene A affects one trait (for example, colour) but not others,

whereas another gene B affects another trait (for example, size), but not others. Here the idea is

that a cause C is (maximally) specific with regard to an effect E if each value of C corresponds

to exactly one value of E, and vice versa—in other words, the mapping between C’s and E’s

values is a bijection, or closely approximates a bijection.

In this section we introduced the notions of proportionality and specificity as they have been

used in the philosophical literature and sketched how these notions can be used to support the

causal or the explanatory autonomy view. In the next section, we will draw from the literature

on causal modelling and information theory in order to make these notions more precise and

to provide tools for quantifying them. Once these tools are available, we will come back to the

question of whether proportionality and specificity can be used to support higher-level causal

or explanatory autonomy.

3 Specificity and Proportionality Quantified

In this section we introduce Griffiths et al.’s ([2015]) and Bourrat’s ([2019]) proposals for meas-

uring causal specificity and discuss their connection to proportionality. We also relate these

proposals to Hope and Korb’s ([2005]) causal power theory and provide reasons for choosing

specific measures for the endeavour of this article. All of these measures combine basic con-

cepts from causal modelling and information theory. (For a primer on causal modelling and

information theory, see the appendix.) In some way or another all of them rely on a causal
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version of conditional entropy (cf. Griffiths et al. [2015], p. 534):

Conditional Causal Entropy:

H(Y |X̂) = −
∑
x∈X

P(x̂)
∑
y∈Y

P(y|X̂) · log2P(y|X̂) (1)

H(X̂|Y) = −
∑
y∈Y

P(y)
∑
x∈X

P(x̂|y) · log2P(x̂|y) (2)

H(Y |X̂) can be interpreted as one’s average degree of uncertainty4 about Y’s value if one would

learn some X-value, and H(X̂|Y) as measuring the average of one’s uncertainty about X’s value

if one would learn some Y-value. The difference to ordinary conditional entropy (see the ap-

pendix) is that conditional causal entropy is computed on the basis of the probability distri-

bution one gets from intervening on X.5 When intervening on X (denoted by X̂), one makes

X independent of its causes; one breaks the causal arrows into X. This guarantees that only

information propagated over causal paths from X to Y is taken into account when computing

H(Y |X̂) and H(X̂|Y); additional information due to possible confounders is filtered out. Note

that we do not use the standard notion of an intervention often used in the philosophical liter-

ature (for example, Woodward [2003]). Our interventions screen off the variable intervened on

from its direct causes, but do not set it to a specific value. For this article we assume that P(x̂)

and P(y) in conditional causal entropy are the probabilities from the pre-intervention distribu-

tion instead; they represent how frequently the different values of X and Y are instantiated.6

Based on this notion of conditional causal entropy, Griffiths et al. ([2015]) propose mutual

causal information as a basis for measuring specificity:

Mutual Causal Information:

I(Y; X̂) = H(Y) − H(Y |X̂) (3)
4 Because interpreting entropy as a measure for the degree of one’s uncertainty about a variable’s value is

intuitive, we use this interpretation to motivate the information-theoretic measures used in this article. Later on,
however, we will discard the uncertainty interpretation and rather use the measures as indicators for how nicely
causes and effects line up.

5 Since we are interested in metaphysical issues about higher-level causal autonomy and non-pragmatic ex-
planations in this article, we can ignore epistemic limitations and interpret probabilities as the true population-level
frequencies.

6 For alternative possibilities, see, for example, (Pocheville et al. [2017], Section 3).
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Mutual causal information can be interpreted as measuring how much learning the cause’s

value after an intervention reduces the uncertainty about the value of the effect, and vice versa.

The ‘and vice versa’ part is justified by the fact that mutual causal information, just like or-

dinary mutual information, is symmetric simply because one and the same post-intervention

distribution is used for computing both I(Y; X̂) and I(X̂; Y). In some sense, however, mutual

causal information adds an asymmetric element into the mix: While manipulating the cause

will typically provide a certain amount of information about the effect (that is, I(Y; X̂) > 0),

wiggling the effect will tell us nothing about the cause (that is, I(X; Ŷ) = 0).

Mutual causal information can be used as a basis for measuring different things. To get an

overview about what it can be used for, a brief excursion to a recent article by Bourrat will be

helpful. Bourrat ([2019], p. 4) distinguishes between the following kinds of specificity7:

Specificity of the Cause for the Effect: To what extent is a value of E caused by values of

C that do not cause other values of E? In other words, for each value of C, to what extent

does this value determine a single value of E?

Specificity of the Effect for the Cause: To what extent does a value of C cause values of

E that are different from values of E caused by other values of C? In other words, for each

value of E, to what extent is this value determined by a single value of C?

One-to-One Specificity: The specificity of the cause for the effect as well as for the spe-

cificity of the effect for the cause. In other words, to what extent is there a one-to-one

mapping from the values of the cause C to the values of the effect E?

According to Bourrat ([2019]), the basic version of mutual causal information suggested by

Griffiths et al. ([2015]) (see the definition of mutual causal information, above) does not meas-

ure one-to-one specificity, but rather the range of causal influence. (Since this notion will play

no role for our endeavour in this article, we ignore it from now on.) Bourrat proposes to meas-

ure one-to-one specificity by using the variation of causal information instead:

7 We use the labels ‘specificity of the cause for the effect’ and ‘specificity of the effect for the cause’ differently
than Bourrat ([2019]). We switched them because this terminology fits—in our view—nicer to the intuition that
a more specific cause (for the effect) allows for more (or more fine-grained) control of the effect, while a more
specific effect (for the cause) provides more information about the cause (cf. Woodward [2010]).
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Variation of Causal Information:

VI(Y; X̂) = H(Y |X̂) + H(X̂|Y) (4)

Note that the closer VI(Y; X̂) is to zero, the closer the pattern of causal dependencies of the ef-

fect Y’s values on the cause X’s values is to a bijection (cf. Bourrat [2019]). In order to compare

causal relationships between variables with different numbers of possible values, Bourrat sug-

gests to normalize the variation of causal information to the interval [0, 1] based on the entropy

of Y and X:

Normalized Variation of Causal Information:

NVI(Y; X̂) =
VI(Y; X̂)
H(Y, X̂)

(5)

However, as already suggested by Griffiths et al. ([2015], Section 2), there are different ways

that the entropy of Y and X, in addition to mutual causal information, can be relevant for

answering questions concerning specificity. In particular, mutual causal information can be

compared to the entropy of the effect, the entropy of the cause, or their joint entropy. In other

words, mutual causal information can be normalized to the interval [0, 1] in at least three dif-

ferent ways that are all relevant for issues concerning specificity:

Normalized Mutual Causal Information:

S PECc(Y; X̂) =
I(Y; X̂)
H(Y)

(6)

S PECe(Y; X̂) =
I(Y; X̂)
H(X̂)

(7)

PROP(Y; X̂) =
I(Y; X̂)
H(Y, X̂)

(8)

Note that because

1 − NVI(Y; X̂) =
H(Y, X̂) − H(Y |X̂) − H(X̂|Y)

H(Y, X̂)
=

I(Y; X̂)
H(Y, X̂)

= PROP(Y; X̂)
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holds (see Figure 3 in the appendix for illustration), PROP(Y; X̂) turns out to be the complement

of the normalized variation of causal information (normalized variation of causal information).

Hence, it follows that PROP(Y; X̂) can actually be used to measure one-to-one specificity if and

only if NVI(Y; X̂) can, which somewhat undermines Bourrat’s ([2019]) claim that (normalized)

variation of information can be used to measure one-to-one specificity while a measure based

on mutual causal information cannot.

So far, we have introduced four different measures for three different kinds of specificity.

However, we are interested in quantifying specificity and proportionality. So do the meas-

ures introduced also tell us something about proportionality? Let us first recall that the closer

NVI(Y; X̂) is to zero, the closer the pattern of dependencies between values of the cause X

and the effect Y is to a bijection. In light of the finding above, this is also the case the closer

PROP(Y; X̂) is to one. If we now compare NVI(Y; X̂) (or its complement PROP(Y; X̂)) to the

characterization of proportionality (P) in Section 2, it is clear that NVI(Y; X̂) (and, thus, also

PROP(Y; X̂)) is not only a measure for one-to-one specificity, but also a good candidate for

measuring proportionality (thus the label ‘PROP’ in conditional mutual information). Recall

that NVI(Y; X̂) is defined as the sum of H(Y |X̂) and H(X̂|Y). Minimizing H(Y |X̂) amounts to

maximizing informativeness about the conditions under which alternative states of the effect are

realized—condition (a) of (P)—and minimizing H(X̂|Y) amounts to favoring causes not char-

acterized in such a way that alternative states of the cause fail to be associated with changes

in the effect—condition (b) of (P). Consequently we propose to use NVI(Y; X̂) (and, thus, also

PROP(Y; X̂)) as a measure for proportionality.8

Before we turn to the remaining two kinds of normalized mutual causal information, let us

briefly compare the proposal to measure proportionality via NVI(Y; X̂) to what Pocheville et al.

([2017]) say about proportionality. They too suggest that proportionality is closely related to

specificity. In particular, they suggest that proportionality of the cause X with respect to the

effect Y can be maximized by maximizing I(Y; X̂) and minimizing H(X|Y). The idea is that

the most proportional causes X are those that are as informative as possible while, at the same

time, each effect value corresponds to as few as possible cause values. In other words, a cause

8 Because the definition of NVI(Y; X̂) as the sum of H(Y |X̂) and H(X̂|Y) so nicely corresponds to conditions
(a) and (b) in (P), we will most of the time use NVI(Y; X̂) rather than its complement PROP(Y; X̂).
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is the more proportional to its effect the closer the pattern of dependencies between cause and

effect values resembles a bijection. So the goal is a pattern of dependencies that is as close as

possible to a surjection as well as to an injection.9 On the basis of Figure 3 (see the appendix), it

is easy to see that this nicely fits the idea of using PROP(Y; X̂) as a measure for proportionality:

Maximizing I(Y; X̂) while, at the same time, minimizing H(X̂|Y) amounts to shifting I(Y; X̂)

as close as possible to H(Y, X̂). How close I(Y; X̂) comes to H(Y, X̂), however, is exactly what

PROP(Y; X̂) and, thus, also its complement NVI(Y; X̂) measures.

Let us now turn to the remaining two kinds of normalized causal information in conditional

mutual information. We propose that S PECc(Y; X̂) measures the specificity of the cause for

the effect (or more shortly, the specificity of the cause) and that S PECe(Y; X̂) measures the

specificity of the effect for the cause (or the specificity of the effect). This can be further

motivated by a brief look at Figure 1. For simplicity, we assume that the probabilities are

equally distributed over the values of the cause variable Y in (a)–(c). Intuitively, (a) should be

more proportional than (b) and (c) because the pattern of dependencies is closer to a bijection.

Our proposed measure of proportionality captures this intuition: For (a), NVI(Y; X̂) = 0+0
2 = 0,

while for (b) NVI(Y; X̂) = 0+1
2 = 0.5 and for (c) NVI(Y; X̂) = 1+0

2 = 0.5. Since in (a) and (b) the

cause fully determines the effect, but not in (c), we would expect the cause in (a) and (b) to be

more specific for the effect than in (c). This also fits what our measure for the specificity of the

cause yields: For (a), S PECc(Y; X̂) 2−0
2 = 1, while for (b) S PECc(Y; X̂) = 1−0

1 = 1 and for (c)

S PECc(Y; X̂) = 2−1
2 = 0.5. Finally, the specificity of the effect for the cause should be maximal

in (a) and (c), but not in (b). Also this intuition is captured by our measures: the measure for

the specificity of the effect returns S PECe(Y; X̂)2−0
2 = 1 for (a), S PECe(Y; X̂)1−0

2 = 0.5 for (b),

and S PECe(Y; X̂) 2−1
1 = 1 for (c).

Recall from Section 2 that Woodward ([2010]) argued for specificity as closely related to

causal influence, power, and control. Can one of our measures for specificity be related to

these notions in a similar way? The basic idea here is that the more specific a cause is for its

effect, the more causal influence, power, or control one can have over the effect by being able

to manipulate the cause (and vice versa). We take it that intuitions like these motivated Hope

9 This is, again, the basic idea also underlying Woodward’s ([2010]) one-to-one specificity.
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Figure 1. Dependence patterns between the cause X and the effect Y . Arrows stand for dependen-
cies between values; numbers indicate conditional probabilities.

and Korb ([2005]) to propose that I(Y; X̂) measures the strength of X’s causal influence on Y or

its causal power with respect to Y . As we saw above, however, one can cover different kinds of

specificity depending on how I(Y; X̂) is normalized. Since causal influence, power, and control

are always directed from the cause to the effect, we propose that these magnitudes correspond

to the specificity of the cause S PECc(Y; X̂). This move can be motivated by another brief

look at Figure 1: In (a) and (b) we can fully determine the effect via manipulating the cause,

so the cause should have maximal causal influence, power, or control over the effect. In (c),

however, we cannot fully control the effect via manipulating the cause. As our discussion of

the three kinds of normalized mutual causal information above shows, S PECc(Y; X̂) is the only

candidate fitting these intuitions.

Let us briefly recapitulate and see where we stand. In Section 2 we saw that proportionality

and, to a lesser extent, the related notion of specificity is often used to support the view that

higher-level causes or explanations can be autonomous. The main goal of this article is to

see what we can say about attempts to support higher-level causal or explanatory autonomy

based on these notions from a causal modelling angle that implements information-theoretic

concepts in order to make these notions precise. This gives us a tool for investigation that is

more fine-grained than the arguments typically used in the philosophical literature. To this end,

we introduced and discussed measures for different kinds of specificity in this section. It turned

out that one (that is, NVI or its complement PROP) is capable of quantifying proportionality,

while another one (that is, S PECc) nicely captures the specificity of the cause as well as causal

power or influence. Next, we will use the tools we now have at hand to shed new light on

the issue of higher-level causal and explanatory autonomy. In particular, we will use them to
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answer the four main questions raised at the end of Section 1.

4 On the Limits of Higher-Level Causation and Explanation

In this section, we will apply the measures for the specificity of the cause (or causal power) and

proportionality introduced in Section 3 to the philosophical debate about higher-level causation

and explanation sketched in Section 2. To this end, we need a simple representative model

reflecting the basic assumptions regarding higher-level causation.

First of all, supporters of both the causal and the explanatory autonomy view typically agree

that higher-level properties supervene on lower-level properties and that higher-level properties

are often multiply realizable by lower-level properties (Eronen [2011]).10 A set of properties P

(in this case, a set of higher-level properties) supervenes on a set of properties Q (in this case, a

set of lower-level properties) if and only if there can be no changes in P-properties without there

being some changes in Q-properties. Multiple realizability entails that a higher-level property

can be realized by several distinct lower-level properties, and therefore is not identical to any

lower-level property.

Let us assume that A and B are two variables that stand for distinct higher-level properties

(for example, mental states) and that X and Y are two variables that stand for distinct lower-level

properties (for example, neural states). In addition, we assume that A supervenes on X, that B

supervenes on Y , and that both A and B are multiply realizable by their supervenience bases

X and Y , respectively. The supervenience assumption implies that (i) each change in values

of one of the higher-level variables corresponds to a change in the probability distribution

over the corresponding lower-level variable and (ii) that for each value of one of the lower-

level variables there will be a value of the corresponding higher-level variable such that the

conditional probability of that value given the value of the lower-level variable will be one (cf.

Sober [1999]; Gebharter [2017a]). Multiple realizability of the higher-level variables, on the

other hand, implies that some values of each higher-level variable are such that if the higher-

level variable takes one of these values, then no value of the corresponding lower-level variable

gets a probability of one. More formally:
10 Recall from Section 1 that we are not interested in whether higher-level causal explanations can be pragmat-

ically superior in this article.
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∀x∀x′∃a : If x , x′ then P(a|x) , P(a|x′) (9)

∀y∀y′∃b : If y , y′ then P(b|y) , P(b|y′) (10)

∀x∃a : P(a|x) = 1 (11)

∀y∃b : P(b|y) = 1 (12)

∃a∀x : P(x|a) < 1 (13)

∃b∀y : P(y|b) < 1 (14)

Since we want to use the model to evaluate different views about higher- and inter-level caus-

ation and explanation, we add all logical possibilities of how the variables from the set {A, X}

could be causes of the variables from the set {B,Y}. To this end, we assume that both A and

X are directly causally relevant for both B and Y . If we then represent causal dependencies

by solid arrows and supervenience/multiple realizability by dashed arrows, we end up with the

structure in Figure 2.11

Before we apply the measures from Section 3 to the model, some observations are in order.

Due to Equations 9 and 10, A and X as well as Y and B are probabilistically dependent, and due

to Equations 11 and 12 both higher-level variables are fully determined by their corresponding

lower-level variables. Because of this, probability flow between A and Y is only possible due

to changes in X, probability flow between X and B is only possible due to changes in Y , and

probability flow between A and B is only possible if both X and Y are allowed to change values.

Finally, since the higher-level variables A and B are multiply realizable (Equations 13 and 14),

probability flow between X and Y is—at least in principle—possible without changes in A-

and B-values. These observations taken together imply that the black arrows in Figure 2 form

a minimal Bayesian network; they mark the paths over which probabilistic influence spreads

between variables. This also nicely fits the fact that lower-level causation is, contrary to higher-

and inter-level causation, less controversial and more or less commonly accepted in the debate

(see, for example, Kim [2005]).

11 We assume that supervenience/multiple realizability arrows technically work like causal arrows in an ordin-
ary causally interpreted Bayesian network. For an argument, see (Gebharter [2017a]).
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Figure 2

In order to apply the measures from Section 3 to the cause variables A and X, we must be able

to intervene on A and B. How exactly interventions into systems featuring variables standing in

other than causal relations work is still somewhat controversial (see, for example, Baumgartner

[2013], Baumgartner and Gebharter [2016], Eronen and Brooks [2014], Gebharter [2017a];

[forthcoming], Woodward [2015]), but for the present purposes we can bracket the debate on

how interventions work in such systems. It suffices to draw on what is commonly accepted:

A supervening variable’s value cannot be changed without changing the subvenient variable’s

value. Since X is an exogenous variable, interventions on X are unproblematic. Intervening

on the higher-level cause A also seems straightforward. As no causes of A are captured by our

model, we do not have to delete any causal arrows into A. And since higher-level variables

can change their values only if the variables they supervene on do so as well, we can leave the

arrow from X to A intact. This guarantees that intervening on A can lead to a change of the

probability distribution over its supervenience base X as well as of the distributions over the

effect variables B and Y . Interestingly, this treatment of interventions implies for this particular

model that the post-intervention distributions used for computing the measures will be identical

to the pre-intervention distributions.

Next, let us use our model in order to shed some new light on issues within the philosoph-

ical debate. With the measure for proportionality from Section 3 at hand, one question that

comes quite naturally is whether higher-level causes can actually be more proportional with

respect to their effects than their lower-level realizers, as supporters of the causal or explanat-

ory autonomy view claim. Or does the presence of supervenience relationships already exclude

this possibility? Does supervenience (conjoined with multiple realizability) perhaps render

higher-level causes always more proportional with respect to their effects than their lower-level

competitors? These questions will be answered in Section 4.1.
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4.1 On proportionality as an empirical matter

The first interesting thing we can say about higher- versus lower-level causation and explanation

is in line with List and Menzies ([2009]) (see also Menzies and List [2010]): Whether the

higher-level cause or its lower-level supervenience base is more proportional with respect to the

higher-level effect (or its lower-level supervenience base) cannot be decided a priori. Which

candidate cause is more proportional is—even in non-pragmatic contexts—an empirical fact

and each one of the causal arrows into one of the effect variables has the potential to trump the

other causal arrow with which it competes. This can be verified by calculating the normalized

variation of information for the exemplary probability distribution satisfying Equations 9–14

specified in Table 1. From (a), we get:

NVI(B; Â) =
0 + 0

1
= 0 < NVI(B; X̂) =

0 + 1
2

= 0.5,

NVI(Y; Â) =
1 + 0

2
= 0.5 > NVI(Y; X̂) =

0 + 0
2

= 0.

However, if we replace A’s parameters in (a) by those in (b), we get12:

NVI(B; Â) =
0.689 + 0.5

1.5
= 0.793 > NVI(B; X̂) =

0 + 1
2

= 0.5.

And if we replace Y’s parameters in (a) by those in (c), we get:

NVI(Y; Â) =
1 + 0

2
= 0.5 < NVI(Y; X̂) =

1 + 1
3

= 0.6̇.

Thus, if (a) was the actual probability distribution over our system, the higher-level cause A

would be more proportional than the lower-level cause X with respect to the higher-level effect

B, while the lower-level cause X would be more proportional than the higher-level cause A with

respect to the lower-level effect Y . If, however, we replace A’s parameters in (a) by those in (b),

then the lower-level cause X would trump the higher-level cause A with respect to the higher-

level effect B. And if we replace Y’s parameters in (a) by those in (c), then the higher-level

cause A would trump the lower-level cause X with respect to the lower-level effect Y .

12 Numbers are rounded to three digits.
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P(a1|x1) = 1 P(b1|y1) = 1
P(a1|x2) = 1 P(b1|y2) = 1
P(a2|x3) = 1 P(b2|y3) = 1
P(a2|x4) = 1 P(b2|y4) = 1

P(x1) = 0.25 P(y1|x1) = 1
P(x2) = 0.25 P(y2|x2) = 1
P(x3) = 0.25 P(y3|x3) = 1
P(x4) = 0.25 P(y4|x4) = 1

(a)

P(a1|x1) = 1
P(a1|x2) = 1
P(a1|x3) = 1
P(a2|x4) = 1

(b)

P(y1|x1) = 0.5
P(y2|x1) = 0.5
P(y1|x2) = 0.5
P(y2|x2) = 0.5
P(y3|x3) = 0.5
P(y4|x3) = 0.5
P(y3|x4) = 0.5
P(y4|x4) = 0.5

(c)

Table 1. Exemplary probability distribution (a) and alternative parameters for A (b) and Y (c).

Now we know that whether a specific higher-level cause trumps its lower-level supervenience

base is a purely empirical matter. The next natural question would be how common proportional

higher-level causes are. Are almost all higher-level causes more proportional with respect to

their higher-level effects than their lower-level realizers, as supporters of the causal autonomy

view often assume? Is it even possible to come up with a philosophical argument about how

frequently higher-level causes will be more proportional than their lower-level competitors?

We turn to these questions in Section 4.2.

4.2 On how common proportional higher-level causes are

Supporters of the autonomy of higher-level causes such as Menzies and List ([2010]) often

claim that higher-level causes of higher-level effects (for example, mental causes) will al-

most always trump their lower-level counterparts (for example, neural realizers) because most

higher-level causal relations are realization-insensitive: Details about how the higher-level

cause is realized make no difference for its particular effect. Though Menzies and List formu-

late realization-insensitivity in terms of possible worlds—we bracket the details here—there is

a straightforward translation of the basic idea into our probabilistic framework:

Realization-(In)sensitivity: A −→ B is realization-sensitive if and only if there are some

A-values a and X-values x realizing a such that P(b|â) , P(b|x̂) holds for some B-values

b. A −→ B is realization-insensitive if and only if it is not realization-sensitive.

More informally speaking, realization-insensitivity requires that bringing about any value a of
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the higher-level cause A by intervention has the same probabilistic effect on the higher-level

effect B as bringing about any of a’s lower-level realizers x by intervention. This definition

is also largely in line with what Woodward ([2008], p. 241) calls a realization independent

dependency relationship, which is ‘a relationship that both involves a dependency between the

upper level variables (different values of [A], produced by interventions, map into different

values of [B]) and that is realization independent in the sense that it continues to stably hold for

a range of different realizers of these values of [A] and [B]’.

On the basis of realization-(in)sensitivity, we can now infer that in cases where A −→ B

is realization-insensitive, the higher-level cause A is at least as proportional with respect to B

as its lower-level competitor X: Because we assumed realization-insensitivity, H(B|Â) equals

H(B|X̂), and because A’s values are multiply realizable by X’s values, H(Â|B) is smaller than

H(X̂|B). Finally, H(B|Â) and H(B|X̂) cannot be greater than H(B) by definition. From these

observations

NVI(B; Â) =
H(B|Â) + H(Â|B)
H(Â|B) + H(B)

≤ NVI(B; X̂) =
H(B|X̂) + H(X̂|B)
H(X̂|B) + H(B)

(15)

follows.

Though this result supports List and Menzies’ ([2009]) claim that realization-insensitivity

guarantees that higher-level causes are at least as proportional with respect to their higher-

level effects as their supervenience bases are, it does not yet help their overall project to argue

that most higher-level causes can be expected to be autonomous. The crucial question for this

project is how much realization-insensitivity there actually is in the world. In our view, there

is much less realization-insensitivity than Menzies and List ([2010]) suggest, as real-life causal

structures are typically much messier than simple philosophical examples. More specifically,

effects typically have a multitude of causes that interact with each other in complex ways,

which can easily destroy realization-insensitivity. All that is required is that one of the values

of the lower-level cause X realizing one of the values of the higher-level cause A has a slightly

different probabilistic effect on one of the values of the higher-level effect B than another value

of X realizing the same value of A has. For example, if mental state a1 causes another mental

state b1 with a probability of 0.7 when it is realized by x1, but with a probability of 0.69 when
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P(a1|x1) = 1 P(b1|y1) = 1
P(a1|x2) = 1 P(b1|y2) = 1
P(a2|x3) = 1 P(b2|y3) = 1
P(a2|x4) = 1 P(b2|y4) = 1

P(x1) = 0.25
P(x2) = 0.25
P(x3) = 0.25
P(x4) = 0.25

P(y1|x1) = 0.4
P(y2|x1) = 0.3
P(y3|x1) = 0.2
P(y4|x1) = 0.1
P(y1|x2) = 0.3
P(y2|x2) = 0.3
P(y3|x2) = 0.2
P(y4|x2) = 0.2

P(y1|x3) = 0.2
P(y2|x3) = 0.2
P(y3|x3) = 0.3
P(y4|x3) = 0.3
P(y1|x4) = 0.2
P(y2|x4) = 0.2
P(y3|x4) = 0.3
P(y4|x4) = 0.3

Table 2

it is realized by x2, realization-insensitivity is violated. And even if both P(b1|x1) and P(b1|x2)

equal 0.7, there can be another cause C of B’s supervenience base Y such that C’s taking some

of its values will change one of these conditional probabilities at least slightly. Considering

the complexity of the brain and the neural realizers of mental states, such cases are likely to be

very common.

Interestingly, it also turns out that realization-insensitivity is not necessary for a higher-

level cause to be more proportional than its lower-level supervenience base. The distribution

specified in Table 2, for example, violates realization-insensitivity and still renders the higher-

level cause A slightly more proportional with respect to its higher-level effect B than the lower-

level cause X since

NVI(B; Â) =
0.953 + 0.954

1.953
= 0.977 < NVI(B; X̂) =

0.949 + 1.950
2.949

= 0.983 (16)

holds.13

Beyond examples, is it possible to determine more generally the conditions under which the

higher-level cause trumps the lower-level cause? Let us have another look at Equation 15. One

of the assumptions used to derive Equation ?? was that H(B|Â) equals H(B|X̂), which is the

case when realization-insensitivity is assumed, but in the presence of realization-insensitivity

violations, we cannot rely on this equality. However, we know from the fact that the black

arrows in Figure 2 form a Bayesian network that H(B|Â) has to be greater than (or equal to)

H(B|X̂). Thus, for Equation 15 to hold, the difference between H(B|Â) and H(B|X̂) must be

13 Numbers are rounded to three digits.
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compensated by a greater difference between H(Â|B) and H(X̂|B).14 Whether this is the case

hinges, in the end, on the numerical details of the specific case and, thus, on the actual difference

between H(B|Â) and H(B|X̂) and the value of H(B). For this reason, it seems that one cannot

provide a philosophical argument for how often higher-level causes will actually trump their

lower-level supervenience bases; the question must be answered by empirical investigations.

Let us briefly halt to see where we stand. Supporters of the causal autonomy view typically

claim that higher-level causes are often or even almost always more proportional than their

lower-level competitors. In Section 4.1 we could verify the claim that higher-level causes can

be more proportional, but that the same also goes for their lower-level realizers. We then

saw in Section 4.2 that we can say nothing about how common more proportional higher-

level causes are. In fact the kind of realization-insensitivity required to guarantee higher-level

proportionality is highly fragile and can be easily destroyed in real-world causal settings. This

renders philosophical arguments for the view that most higher-level causes are proportional at

least dubious. However, supporters of the causal autonomy view might still see our results as

a kind of evidence in favour of their view: Since it is an empirical matter whether higher-level

causes are more proportional, it is still conceptually possible that they are. Thus, higher-level

causal autonomy is conceptually possible and cannot be ruled out by philosophical arguments

(such as the exclusion argument) either. In Section 4.3 we will put this line of reasoning to the

test.

4.3 On the autonomy of higher-level causes

Supporters of the causal autonomy view, such as Menzies and List ([2010]), take the result that

proportionality is an empirical matter to support the view that higher-level causation cannot

be excluded a priori. Menzies and List (see also List and Menzies [2009]) argue that caus-

ation should be constrained by proportionality—a strategy also many other philosophers (for

example, Yablo [1992]) endorse. Constraining causation by proportionality means that only the

causal variable most proportional for a specific effect variable is accepted as a cause of the lat-

ter, while all competing causal variables are denied the status of cause for this particular effect

14 Recall that H(Â|B) < H(X̂|B) holds due to multiple realizability.
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variable.15 They then go on and argue that since higher-level variables that are more propor-

tional with respect to their purported higher-level effects than their lower-level supervenience

bases are at least conceptually possible, higher-level causation is possible as well. As lower-

level variables would not satisfy the proportionality constraint in such cases, the higher-level

variables would have causal powers their lower-level competitors lack. They would, hence, be

causally autonomous.

This argument stands and falls with the proportionality constraint, that is the question of

whether for C to be a cause of E it is necessary that C is more proportional with respect to E

than any other variable C′ competing with C. In our view (and in line with Woodward [2010];8),

constraining causation in such a way is problematic for several reasons. One reason is that most

effects have several same-level causes working together to bring them about. A proportionality

constraint on causation would select only the most proportional of these factors as a cause and

deny the causal status of all the other factors. Another reason is that when proportionality is

analysed in a causal modelling framework, it seems unavoidable that it comes in degrees. As

the example in Equation 16 shows, higher-level variables might turn out to be only slightly

more proportional than lower-level variables, where this difference in proportionality can be

made arbitrarily small. In such cases the higher-level variable and the lower-level variable are

almost equally proportional and it seems arbitrary to grant the status of a cause to the former

but not to the latter.

In contrast to Menzies and List ([2010]), we also believe that proportionality is a bad in-

dicator for the causal powers of a variable. A brief look at our measure for proportionality

(normalized variation of causal information) shows that proportionality is symmetric. It meas-

ures how close the pattern of dependencies of the effect’s values on the cause’s values is to a

bijection. It not only reflects what can be learned about the value of the effect by learning the

value of the cause, but also what can be learned about the value of the cause by learning the

value of the effect. This stands in contrast to what one expects from a measure of causal power:

15 Note that this is our reconstruction of the proportionality constraint. Menzies and List ([2010]) use a simpli-
fied difference-making theory, according to which causes are necessarily proportional. In their simplified theory,
proportionality is a yes-or-no matter. To represent their results about causal upward and downward exclusion (see
also List and Menzies [2009]) within a richer account of causation like the one we use in this article, propor-
tionality must be understood as a matter of degree and our interpretation of the proportionality constraint seems
unavoidable.
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It should be asymmetric, and reflect the extent to which a variable has influence over another

(effect) variable.

This is exactly the kind of information the measure S PECc is designed to provide. We can

therefore rephrase the crucial question of whether higher-level causation is possible: Whether

a higher-level variable has causal powers over and above its lower-level competitor does not

depend on the question of which variable is more proportional with respect to the purported

effect, but on the question of whether the higher-level cause variable is more specific. And

here the answer is clear: Although a higher-level variable A can be more proportional than its

lower-level competitor X with respect to the higher-level effect B (as we have seen in Section

4.1), A can never trump X when it comes to the specificity of the cause. This follows from

the fact that probability flow between A and B is only possible over the black arrows in Figure

2, and that with each arrow on the path there is the possibility of information loss. Hence,

S PECc(B; Â) ≤ S PECc(B; X̂). In words: A cannot have any causal powers with respect to B

that X does not have—control over the higher-level variable A cannot give one more causal

influence on B than control over the lower-level variable X.16

One can also put this as follows: for the higher-level variable A to have causal powers with

respect to B in addition to the ones possessed by its supervenience base X, A has to have a

positive specificity value with respect to B conditional on X. A measure for conditional spe-

cificity of the cause (or causal power) can be introduced similarly to the unconditional measure

(conditional mutual information):

Conditional Mutual Information:

I(Y; X|Z) = H(Y |Z) − H(Y |X,Z) (17)

Conditional Mutual Causal Information:

I(Y; X̂|Ẑ) = H(Y |Ẑ) − H(Y |X̂, Ẑ) (18)
16 Note that the same argument holds if B is replaced by Y and, thus, that A also cannot have any causal powers

with respect to Y that X does not have.
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Normalized Conditional Mutual Causal Information:

S PECc(Y; X̂|Ẑ) =
I(Y; X̂|Ẑ)
H(Y |Ẑ)

(19)

It follows from the fact that the black arrows in Figure 2 form a Bayesian network that A and B

are screened off by X. This implies that I(B; Â|X̂) = 0 (cf. Ay and Polani [2008]), which implies

that S PECc(B; Â|X̂) = 0. S PECc(B; X̂|Â) > 0, on the other hand, is possible. This means

that the higher-level cause (for example, a mental state) can give no new causal information

with respect to the higher-level effect (for example, another mental state) that goes beyond the

information that the lower-level cause (for example, the neural realizer) provides, but not the

other way round.

To summarize, if the interest is in comparing the causal powers or causal influence of higher-

versus lower-level properties, proportionality is not a good measure. Rather, the specificity of

the cause seems to be more appropriate for this purpose, and based on this measure, higher-

level causes cannot have any causal power or influence in addition to the causal power or

influence their lower-level realizers have. Where do we stand now? While the results from

Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 took a good portion of wind out of the supporters of the causal

autonomy view’s sails, the results from Section 4.3 finally sinks the ship. However, one might

quite naturally wonder whether this result also has some bearing on the logically weaker (see

Section 2) explanatory autonomy view. In Section 4.4 we consider whether the explanatory

autonomy view is equally threatened by the information-theoretic approach to proportionality

and specificity.

4.4 On the autonomy of higher-level causal explanations

The question of whether higher-level explanations bear some kind of autonomy with respect to

corresponding lower-level explanations is not uniquely determined by the results we produced

so far. How higher-level explanations fare versus lower-level explanations depends, in the

end, on what exactly one wants from a good explanation.17 As mentioned in the introduction,

here we focus on one widely held view, according to which explanatory power is a matter of

17 Recall that we are only interested in the non-pragmatic superiority of higher-level causal explanations.
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P(a1|x1) = 1 P(b1|y1) = 1
P(a1|x2) = 1 P(b1|y2) = 1
P(a2|x3) = 1 P(b2|y3) = 1
P(a2|x4) = 1 P(b2|y4) = 1

P(x1) = 0.25
P(x2) = 0.25
P(x3) = 0.25
P(x4) = 0.25

P(y1|x1) = 0.4
P(y2|x1) = 0.1
P(y3|x1) = 0.1
P(y4|x1) = 0.4
P(y1|x2) = 0.4
P(y2|x2) = 0.4
P(y3|x2) = 0.1
P(y4|x2) = 0.1

P(y1|x3) = 0.1
P(y2|x3) = 0.1
P(y3|x3) = 0.4
P(y4|x3) = 0.4
P(y1|x4) = 0.1
P(y2|x4) = 0.1
P(y3|x4) = 0.4
P(y4|x4) = 0.4

Table 3

providing answers to what-if-things-had-been-different questions or w-questions (Hitchcock

and Woodward [2003]; Woodward [2003]; Woodward and Hitchcock [2003]). According to

this view, an explanation is better the more it captures the dependencies of different values of

the effect variable on different values of the cause variable.18 In other words, an explanation

is the better the more information the cited cause variable provides about the effect variable.

Since this is exactly what S PECc measures, an account of explanation aiming at answering

w-questions is committed to the view that citing the cause with the highest S PECc provides the

best explanation for a particular effect.

But what about proportionality? Can it help in establishing explanatory autonomy of higher-

level causal relations? From the perspective of an account of explanation whose goal consists in

answering w-questions, proportionality would establish the autonomy of higher-level explana-

tions if the most proportional cause for a particular effect would provide the most answers to

w-questions involving this effect. However, in effect, this amounts to being the most specific

cause for this effect. Hence, the question of whether proportionality is sufficient for higher-

level explanatory autonomy reduces to the question of whether the most proportional cause is,

at the same time, necessarily the most specific cause. That this is not the case can be verified

by having a brief look at the exemplary probability distribution specified in Table 3. From this

18 Strictly speaking, this is only one dimension of Hitchcock and Woodward’s account. Another dimension
consists in providing information about what would happen if background circumstances were different. Since
the general results we present in this subsection are not sensitive to different background circumstances, we will
ignore that dimension.
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distribution we get

NVI(B; Â) =
0.828 + 0.844

1.828
= 0.915 < NVI(B; X̂) =

0.791 + 1.808
2.791

= 0.931,

and

S PECc(B; Â) =
0.984 − 0.828

0.984
= 0.158 < S PECc(B; X̂) =

0.984 − 0.791
0.984

= 0.195,

showing that even if the higher-level cause A is more proportional with respect to B than its

lower-level competitor X, A can still be less specific. Thus, a cause’s proportionality seems,

in the end, to be irrelevant for whether this cause provides the best explanation in the sense of

providing the most informative answers to w-questions.

Instead, only the specificity of the cause seems to be relevant for how good a cause is

in answering w-questions about a particular effect. As we already know from Section 4.3

that lower-level causes are always at least as specific as their higher-level counterparts (that

is, S PECc(B; Â) ≤ S PECc(B; X̂)), it follows that higher-level causal explanations cannot be

autonomous in the sense that they can provide information about the effect that the correspond-

ing lower-level causal explanation could not provide.19 However, they can still be explanatory

autonomous in the weaker sense that they are not worse in answering w-questions about the ef-

fect than their lower-level competitors, a view recently defended by Woodward. According to

Woodward ([2018], Section 5), this will be the case if (†) ‘changes in [A] are causally relevant

to [B . . . ] and conditional on the values taken by [A], further variations in [X] make no dif-

ference to [B]’. Woodward ([2018], Section 3) suggests the following updated characterization

of proportionality, which is supposed to license the inference from (†) to the autonomy of the

higher-level explanation:

(P*) Suppose we are considering several different causal claims/explanations formulated

19 Recall from Section 4.3 that this holds in general, meaning that replacing B by its lower-level counterpart
Y in the example above would make no difference. Also note that the higher-level cause A might still be more
specific for the higher-level effect B than it is for Y . We are indebted to an anonymous reviewer for this point.
However, the question of interest in this section is whether it is possible that the higher-level cause provides more
information than its lower-level competitor with respect to the particular effect to be explained, that is a specific
variable. Once we have decided on which effect we want to explain (either B or Y), the lower-level cause X is
always at least as informative as A.
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in terms of different variables and representing different claims about patterns of depend-
ency relations involving some target effect or explanandum E and where all of these satisfy
some minimal interventionist condition. Then, other things being equal, we should prefer
those causal claims/explanations that more fully represent or exhibit those patterns of de-
pendence that hold with respect to E.

The idea is that if (†) holds, then both explanations, the one citing A as well as the one citing

X, provide the same patterns of dependence that hold with respect to the higher-level effect

B. Formulated within our framework, (†) requires that A has some causal influence on B (that

is, S PECc(B; Â) > 0) and that learning X’s value does not provide any additional causal in-

formation about B’s value if we already know A’s value (that is, S PECc(B; X̂|Â) = 0). Since

S PECc(B; Â) cannot be greater than S PECc(B; X̂) and X does not provide any information in

addition to A, it follows that S PECc(B; Â) = S PECc(B; X̂). Hence, it turns out that higher-level

causal explanations actually can be autonomous in Woodward’s ([2018]) weak sense. However,

note that (in contrast to what Woodward seems to assume) no new version of the proportional-

ity constraint is needed to license this autonomy. All the work is already done by the specificity

of the cause. As our analysis shows, replacing (P) by (P*) amounts to abandoning proportion-

ality and relying on specificity of the cause in order to argue for the possibility of higher-level

explanatory autonomy. The condition (b) requiring that the cause variable should have no ir-

relevant values present in (P) is gone in (P*); (P*) only requires the cause to be maximally

informative with respect to the effect, which is exactly what S PECc measures.

Summarizing, the explanatory autonomy view fares a bit better than the causal autonomy

view. Though it turns out that higher-level causal explanations (for example, psychological ex-

planations) cannot be better than explanations based on their lower-level realizers (for example,

neuroscientific explanations), they can, in accordance with Woodward’s ([2018]) latest work,

sometimes be equally good. However, it is interesting to see that in the end proportionality

plays no role in arriving at this consequence. Like in the case of the causal autonomy view

discussed in Section 4.3, it is rather the specificity of the cause that does all the work required

to arrive at this result.
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5 Conclusion

In this article, we argued that normalized mutual causal information of type one (S PECc) and

normalized variation of information (NVI or its complement PROP) are suitable measures for

the specificity of the cause and proportionality, respectively. We then applied these measures

to the debate on the autonomy of higher-level causes and causal explanation. We showed that

even though many philosophers have placed high hopes on proportionality as key to higher-

level autonomy, it turns out to be more or less irrelevant. Even when higher-level causes (for

example, mental states) are more proportional than their lower-level realizers (for example,

neural states), they cannot have causal powers or influence that goes beyond the causal powers

or influence of their realizers. They also cannot provide better explanations, at least if explana-

tion is understood in terms of the ability to answer w-questions. This is because the specificity

of the cause provides a better measure than proportionality for the extent to which a causal

explanation provides answers to w-questions, and causes cited in higher-level explanations

cannot be more specific than the causes cited in corresponding lower-level explanations. At

best, higher-level explanations can be no worse than lower-level explanations.

This still leaves room for a modest explanatory autonomy. Although higher-level explan-

ations cannot be better than lower-level explanations with respect to answering w-questions,

they can be equally good, meaning that in those cases turning to lower-level explanations does

not provide any additional answers to w-questions (Woodward [2018]). Importantly, there are

also many pragmatic reasons for why higher-level explanations can be preferable to lower-level

ones. For example, they can be more cognitively salient, more generalizable, or more compu-

tationally tractable (cf. Ylikoski and Kuorikoski [2010]; Woodward [2018]). In this article,

however, we focused exclusively on non-pragmatic considerations.

More generally, we hope to have shown that the combination of causal Bayes nets and in-

formation theory provides a useful framework for analysing more philosophical issues concern-

ing higher- versus lower-level causation. In future research, it can be applied to shed light on

other topics such as downward causation, mechanistic explanation, and constitutive relevance

as well.
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Appendix

A.1 Causal modelling

The causal interpretation of Bayesian networks Pearl ([1988]) was developed by Spirtes et al.

([1993]) and later by Pearl ([2000]).20 Causal models can be used for formulating and testing

complex causal hypotheses, for prediction, as devices for computing the effects of hypothetical

interventions, and as a basis for algorithmic procedures for uncovering causal structure.

A causal model is a triple 〈V,E, P〉, where V is a set of random variables X1, ..., Xn, E is

a set of directed edges connecting variables in V, and P is a probability distribution over V.

The variables describe properties or event types and the directed edges indicate direct causal

dependencies. Direct causes are also called causal parents. The set of causal parents of a

variable Xi is Par(Xi). A chain of edges is called a causal path. Finally, P is intended to provide

information about the strengths of the causal influences propagated over causal paths.

Causal models are assumed to satisfy the Markov condition (Spirtes et al. [1993], p. 16):

Markov Condition: G = 〈V,E〉 and P satisfy the Markov condition if and only if

P(x1, ..., xn) =

n∏
i=1

P(xi|par(Xi)). (20)

The probabilities P(xi|par(Xi)) are called Xi’s parameters. If interpreted causally, the Markov

condition guarantees that every dependence between variables in V is due to some causal con-

nection.

Causal models allow for drawing a distinction between predicting the values of variables

if the values of other variables are observed and the effects of interventions. The probability

distribution of a variable X j after observing Xi’s value can be computed on the basis of the

Markov condition and the model’s original graph G = 〈V,E〉, while X j’s distribution after

intervening on Xi can be computed by applying the Markov condition to the graph resulting

from G after deleting all the arrows pointing at Xi. While observing Xi’s value may provide

information about Xi’s causes as well as its effects, intervening on Xi breaks the influences

other causes might have on Xi. An intervention on Xi can, hence, only influence effects of
20 Many of the relevant ideas were independently developed by Spohn ([1980]).
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Xi. ‘x̂i’ stands short for ‘xi is induced by an intervention on Xi’. If figuring in probability

statements ‘P(... x̂i ...)’ it indicates that the truncated graph resulting from deleting the arrows

into Xi should be used for computing these probabilities. Typically it is assumed that x̂i gets a

probability of one while all other Xi-values get a probability of zero. In this article, however,

we assume that P(x̂i) = P(xi).

A.2 Information theory

Information theory dates back to Shannon ([1948]). According to one interpretation it links the

concept of information to the degree of uncertainty one might have about possible outcomes

of interest: the less uncertainty, the more information. The following measures are relevant for

this article:

Entropy:

H(Y) = −
∑
y∈Y

P(y) · log2P(y) (21)

‘y ∈ Y’ stands short for ‘y is a value of Y’. The entropy of Y can be interpreted as the degree

of uncertainty about Y’s value. It will be minimal if Y’s probability distribution is extreme and

maximal if all y ∈ Y are equally likely (for example, in the case of a fair coin toss).

Conditional Entropy:

H(Y |X) = −
∑
x∈X

P(x)
∑
y∈Y

P(y|x) · log2P(y|x), (22)

where log20 and P(y|x) if x = 0 are treated as 0.

The conditional entropy H(Y |X) can be interpreted as the average uncertainty about Y’s value

if one would learn some X-value. It is minimal if Y is fully determined by X and maximal if Y

and X are probabilistically independent.

Mutual Information:

I(Y; X) = H(Y) − H(Y |X) (23)

I(Y; X) measures the degree of information one of the two variables bears about the other. It

can be interpreted as a measure for how much learning the value of one of the variables would
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Figure 3

reduce the uncertainty about the value of the other variable. Mutual information of Y and X

is minimal if Y and X are independent and maximal if Y and X fully determine each other. In

contrast to conditional entropy, mutual information is symmetric.

Variation of Information:

VI(Y; X) = H(Y |X) + H(X|Y) (24)

VI(Y; X) is minimal if Y’s value is fully determined by X’s value (and vice versa) and max-

imal if no Y-value has a probabilistic impact on any X-value (and vice versa). Variation of

information is closely related to mutual information:

VI(Y; X) = H(Y) + H(X) − 2I(Y; X) = H(Y, X) − I(Y; X). (25)

How entropy, mutual information, and variation of information relate to each other is further

illustrated by the diagram in Figure 3.
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